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Classic

2023
GROUP TOURS TO ITALY

Lake District
& Venice

HIKING • BIKING • E-BIKING

8 days
starting at

€ 879,-

1. Arrival in Milan ad transfer to your hotel
After clearing arrival formalities, you will be met and transferred to the hotel

Included services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 x BB with international buffet breakfast
Headsets throughout your trip
Private English-speaking tour leader for the whole journey
Transportation by private, deluxe AC bus, as per the itinerary
24-hour emergency telephone number of our Head Office
3-hour private walking tour in Milan with local licensed
English speaking guide
Admission to the Duomo in Milan
Italian champagne tasting in Franciacorta, including guided
tour of the cellar and estate
Return boat ride to Monte Isola on Lake Iseo
Return boat ride to the Borromean Islands on Lake Maggiore
(Madre, Bella, Dei Pescatori)
Return boat ride to Isola di San Giulio on Lake Orta
2-hours private walking tour in Lugano with licensed guide
Return ticket for Monte Bre cable-car
2nd class train ride from Milan to Venice-Mestre
2 x Open ticket for return train ride from Mestre to Venice SL
4-hours private walking tour in the hidden Venice with local
licensed guide
Bacaro tour with local expert, including 2 stops/cicchetti tastings
HD boat ride from St. Mark’s square to Murano and Burano
Visit to a glass factory in Murano with demonstration

Our partner hotels
NH HOTELS – Milan city center 1 night
HOTEL CRUISE – Como 4 nights
LEONARDO ROYAL – Mestre 2 nights

2023 Seasonal rates
in € per person for the package above based on twin/double room occupancy

03.01
03.31
04.30
09.03
10.08
10.31

–
–
–
–
–
–

03.31.23
04.30.23
06.11.23
10.08.23
10.31.23
11.30.23

€
€
€
€
€
€

879,00
929,00
999,00
999,00
929,00
879,00

Single room supp. € 180,00

www.michelangelo.travel

2. Guided tour in Milan with visit to the Duomo
Enjoy a Milan City Tour and see the famous Duomo, found in the heart
of the metropolis. An impressive and breathtaking cathedral that is often
considered one of the most beautiful churches in the world. Time for shopping.
			
3. Excursion to Lake Iseo & Franciacorta
Discover the mirror of the Franciacorta wine region with a pleasant boat
ride to Monte Isola on Lake Iseo.
Later travel to a local wine estate to enrich your knowledge of Italy’s
productions: tour the vineyards and taste the real spumante accompanied
by typical snacks.
4. Stresa and Baveno on Lake Maggiore & Lake Orta with San Giulio Island
Discover the opulence of the Borromean family with their villa-islands on
the cobalt blue waters of Lake Maggiore, before the hidden jewel of Lake
Orta. The romantic atmosphere and feeling of unicity will surround you on
the shores of the pre-Alpine lake.
5. Lugano, Switzerland
Lugano, Switzerland, is an Italian-style city set on the edge of a bejeweled
lake with views of the not-too-distant Alps. Appreciate the splendor of
the Bernese and Vallese Alps as seen from the top of Switzerland’s sunniest mountain as you enjoy your ride on the Monte Bre Cable Car. From
the top, views of Lake Lugano and surrounding mountains are stunning.
6. Transfer to Venice-Mestre by Train and Venice with bacaro tour
Take the train to Venice, where a guide will lead you among the most iconic sights of the floating city
You will also have the chance to learn how to do a proper Italian aperitivo,
in a bacaro with cicchetti.
6. Lagoon tour
From St. Mark to Murano, visit a glass factory, where you’ll watch a glass
blower creating beautiful pieces of glassware. Then head to your next
stop, Burano, an island known for its lace production, which dates back
to the 16th century and was once the best in Europe. While you visit local shops and a museum to admire high-end lace on display, admire the
island’s brightly colored fishermen’s houses. Your tour then ends with the
return boat ride to Venice.
8. Departure
Today transfer to Venice airport for your flight home.

Piemonte
& Côte d’Azur

HIKING • BIKING • E-BIKING

8 days
starting at

€ 929,-

1. Arrival
2. Monferrato with Asti & Canelli
First stop Asti: crib of the Italian-champagne. With its many soaring family
towers it is the centre of the wine growing region of Monferrato, in which its
most gentile representatives Moscato and Barbera d’Asti are grown. On to Canelli, with its underground cathedrals, which are to be named a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. You will visit one of these wineries and get a taste of three types
of Spumante

Included services
• 7 x BB with international buffet breakfast and 2 x 3-course
dinners at the hotels
• English-speaking tour leader for the whole journey
• Headsets throughout the whole tour
• Visit to the Underground Cathedrals in Canelli, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site and Spumante tasting
• Taste of the famous Barolo Wine
• Truffle hunt experience with locals and real truffle dogs
• Visit of the wine bank, one-of-a-kind impressive oenological
showcase, with wine tasting
• See the pilgrimage church of Santuario di Vicoforte
• Return cable car ride Mondovì
• Visit to a BIO farmhouse with explanation and taste of three
local wines
• Guided tours to the main cities of the itinerary: Asti, Nice,
Cannes

Our partner hotels
ALBERGO DELL’AGENZIA – Pollenzo 4 nights
GRAND HOTEL PIETRA LIGURE – Pietra Ligure 3 nights

2023 Seasonal rates
in € per person for the package above based on twin/double room occupancy

03.01
03.31
04.30
09.03
10.08
10.31

–
–
–
–
–
–

03.31.23
04.30.23
06.11.23
10.08.23
10.31.23
11.30.23

€
€
€
€
€
€

929,00
999,00
1.039,00
1.039,00
999,00
959,00

Single room supp. € 300,00

3. Langhe with Barolo & Alba
Discover one of the world’s most famous wine growing regions, the Langhe.
During the excursion you will see numerous castles and palaces reigning high
atop the hills and the hills themselves are planted all over with grapevines. We
continue to a nearby vineyard for a visit and taste of the famous Barolo wine,
accompanied by mixed snacks.
4. Truffle hunt & wine bank
The highlight of the day is the search of truffles with the “trifulau” the expert
searcher and his trained dogs. The experience lasts about 2 hours, and it’s followed by an extended tasting of the edible treasure in various shapes. Back
to Pollenzo to visit the wine bank is a one-of-a-kind impressive oenological
showcase, in which one can discover Italy through its major wines.
5. Transfer to Riviera of Flowers with stop in Modovì – change of hotel
Travel to Mondovì. This city has two parts connected by cable car. The building
of the most historical importance is located in the upper part of the city, on the
Piazza Maggiore, which was constructed out of the tip of a rocky plateau. Just
a few kilometres down the road you will visit the lovely pilgrimage church of
Santuario di Vicoforte, which was built under the Savoys and houses one of
Europe’s largest oval domed structures. In the afternoon the tour continues to
Pietra Ligure.
6. Nizza & Cannes
Nice is Nice. A one-of-a-kind amalgam of elegance, sunshine, art and sea. The
special light mesmerized artists like Matisse, Picasso, Chagall and Renoir. One
of France’s first five star hotels can be found here, the Negresco, as well as a
number of world-class art museums and restaurants. An hour southwest of the
city lays another luxury seaside resort town, Cannes.
7. Alassio & Albenga
Today discover two minor yet more genuine centers of the Riviera of Flowers:
Alassio and Albenga. English tourism to Alassio transformed the humble fishing
village in Victorian times into an elegant seaside resort, they brought sophistication and culture. The enclave in Alassio flourished after the coastal railway
was opened in 1872. Trains facilitated the journey from the Isles, as roads were
treacherous at the time. Albenga was once a busy port town in Roman times.
The modern city, however, is no longer on the water though it is located on the
exact same spot.
8. Departure

www.michelangelo.travel

Rome
& Amalfi

8 days

HIKING • BIKING • E-BIKING

starting at

€ 739,-

1. Arrival
2. Classic and Ancient Rome
Rome is a classic. Maybe the classic. Walking is key to appreciate the never fading beauty of the Dolce Vita spots: Spanish steps, Trevi fountain, the Pantheon
and Piazza Navona. Later on to a dive into one of the most fascinating period
of the world’s history: the Roman Empire. Enjoy a tour of the Coliseum, Imperial
Forums and the Palatine Hill.

Included services
• 7 x BB with international buffet breakfast
• Transportation with private, AC deluxe coaches, according to
the itinerary
• English-speaking tour leader for the whole journey
• 1 x welcome dinner in Rome, including a glass of wine and ½
l water per person
• 1 x pizza lunch in Naples, including a drink
• 1 x mozzarella show lunch at a local farm in Sorrento surroundings
• Guided tours to the main sights of the itinerary, entrances
included: Coliseum, Imperial Forums, Spanish Steps, Pantheon,
Fontana di Trevi, St. Peter’s Basilica and square, Vatican
Museum, the streets and promenade of Naples, Amalfi Coast
with Positano

Our partner hotels
HOTEL SAN GIOVANNI – Rome 3 nights
MARY – Vico Equense 4 nights

2023 Seasonal rates
in € per person for the package above based on twin/double room occupancy

03.01
03.31
04.30
09.03
10.08
10.31

–
–
–
–
–
–

03.31.23
04.30.23
06.11.23
10.08.23
10.31.23
11.30.23

€
€
€
€
€
€

739,00
819,00
899,00
899,00
819,00
739,00

Single room supp. € 150,00

www.michelangelo.travel

3. Vatican
The country within a country was built to enclose a single complex: the Vatican.
The areas open to the public include the Museums, with all of the greatest
expressions of genius from the Etruscan, Egyptian, Greek and Roman to Renaissance and Baroque masterpieces. A special access to St. Peter’s Basilica awaits
for you under the Sistine Chapel.
4. Sorrento & Naples
Naples displays the contrasts that make Italy famous. The city itself is an experience that cannot be considered complete without a pizza. This is your stop on
the way to the shores of Tirrenian Sea.
5. Amalfi Coast
The Amalfi Coast will take your breath away when you arrive and break your
heart when you have to go. Its sunny scenery and welcoming locals make one
feel like they have arrived in their dream home town. Its cliffs plunge poetically
into the cobalt sea, punctuated only by bursts of verdant vegetation and by the
lively little towns that dot its narrow main road as it winds along the southern
half of the Sorrentine Peninsula. Its villages rise vertically in colorful bursts,
mirrored in the water that kisses its shores. Ancient trails lead further upwards
to paths with names like the “Walk of Gods” that offer heavenly views of the
marvels of Gulf of Salerno below.
6. Free day for optional activities: Capri/Vesuvius/Pompeii
7. Mozzarella cooking show
At noon reach a local farmhouse, property of a family of cooks from 3 generations, and learn about the mozzarella production process. The explanation of
the various steps will be followed by an abundant tasting of this delightful cheese and other traditional flavors of this area. Get local with this typical lunch,
everything is homemade!
8. Departure

Sicily
& Malta

8 days
starting at

€ 939,-

1. Arrival
2. Etna and Taormina
Head up iconic Mt. Etna, Europe’s highest active volcano. Walk to the
Silvestri craters at a height of 1900 m from where you can see the lava
streams from previous eruptions. Then visit Taormina, a town framed by
the dramatic combination of rock faces, gardens and the sea. Buy your
ticket to Taormina’s most famous structure, the Greco-Roman theatre to
enjoy spectacular views across the bay and on to Mt. Etna.

Included services
•
•
•
•
•

7 x BB with international buffet breakfast
English-speaking tour leader for the whole journey
Transportation by private, deluxe AC bus, as per the itinerary
Return ferry crossing Pozzallo/La Valletta/Pozzallo
Visit to an estate on Mt. Etna to taste home made products:
wine, olive oil, cheese, cous cous
• The original granita tasting in a typical Sicilian town
• Typical pastizzi tasting in La Valletta
• Guided tour of the most iconic sights: Etna, Taormina, Forza
d’Agrò, LA Valletta, Mdina, Mosta, Syracuse, Ortigia

Our partner hotels
UNAHOTEL NAXOS BEACH – Giardini Naxos 5 nights
DOLMEN RESORT – St. Paul’s Bay 2 nights

2023 Seasonal rates
in € per person for the package above based on twin/double room occupancy

03.01
03.31
04.30
09.03
10.08
10.31

–
–
–
–
–
–

03.31.23
04.30.23
06.11.23
10.08.23
10.31.23
11.30.23

€
€
€
€
€
€

939,00
999,00
1.059,00
1.059,00
999,00
939,00

Single room supp. € 210,00

3. In the footsteps of the Godfather & granita tasting
Take in Savoca which, together with Forza D’Agrò, provided the locations
for some of the scenes of Francis Ford Coppola’s epic movie, The Godfather. Enjoy a typically refreshing Sicilian granita sorbet in the Vitelli Bar.
Continue on to the village of Forza D’Agrò where the locals are justly
proud of their long history, traditions and culture, which resolutely resist
the demands of today’s stressful modern way of life.
4. Transfer to Malta – hotel change
Transfer by coach to Pozzallo and board the ferry to Valletta. The crossing
takes approx. 1hr 45 mins.
5. Valletta and afternoon at leisure
Discover La Valletta, which was built by the Knights of St. John after the
Great Siege of Malta by the Ottomans in 1565. With over 320 monuments
in a 2-mile radius, the Baroque capital of Malta was named the European
Capital of Culture in 2018. The town offers a great mixture of history and
contemporary liveliness.
6. Mdina, Mosta and transfer to Sicily – hotel change
With its narrow, cobbled streets shrouded in an air of mystery, Mdina
snatches you away from the present and transports you back in time.
A large town in central Malta, Mosta is connected with several popular
local legends. The town is surrounded by many historical places of interest, including the Victoria Lines fortifications, built by the British as a
defence mechanism against land invasion from the North.
7. Syracuse and Ortigia
Drive to Syracuse, once one of the most important cities of ancient Greece.
Visit the archaeological excavations (entrance extra) with its beautiful
Greek amphitheatre and the famous Ear of Dionysius. Head to Ortigia, site
of the ruins of the earliest Greek constructions. Its most celebrated building is the Cathedral, which rises from the highest point of the peninsula.
8. Departure

www.michelangelo.travel

Tuscany
& Cinque Terre

HIKING • BIKING • E-BIKING

8 days
starting at

€ 839,-

1. Arrival

Included services
• 7 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 4 dinners
• 7 x BB with international buffet breakfast
• Local expert tour director throughout the whole tour at the
group’s disposal
• Transportation with private, deluxe AC bus, as per the itinerary
• Gelato tasting at the best ice cream shop in San Gimignano
• Lunch at a family-run farmhouse, specialized in saffron production
• Cooking class experience at an historic Castle in Tuscany following with lunch
• Visit at a Tuscany farmhouse with wine and local products tasting
• Pesto cooking class following with lunch with a typical dish
of “trofie with pesto”
• Discover the Cinque Terre by train and boat
• Guided tours to the main sights of the itinerary:
• Florence, Pisa, the Cinque Terre

Our partner hotels
HOTEL ADUA – Montecatini Terme 4 nights
HOTEL EUROPA – Rapallo 3 nights

2023 Seasonal rates
in € per person for the package above based on twin/double room occupancy

03.01
03.31
04.30
09.03
10.08
10.31

–
–
–
–
–
–

03.31.23
04.30.23
06.11.23
10.08.23
10.31.23
11.30.23

€
€
€
€
€
€

839,00
899,00
969,00
969,00
899,00
839,00

Single room supp. € 170,00

2. San Gimignano & Volterra
The medieval structures of San Gimignano have largely remained intact
and characterize the center as an open-air museum. With this frame, enjoy
an unforgettable ice cream in one of the most ancient gelateria in Italy.
Mr. Dondoli produces unique flavors, his gelato is famous world-wide. We
will stop for lunch at a family-run farmhouse, specialized in saffron production. After visiting the property we will enjoy a light lunch with saffron
dishes. Continue on to the alabaster city of Volterra. This former Etruscan
settlement is located on a rise with a splendid view of the surroundings.
3. Tasting the Chianti Valley
Discover the beauty of the Chianti Region and reach a farmhouse where
we will make a tour in the wine cellar and along the vine yard. Following
the tour we will enjoy a taste of their homemade olive oil with bruschetta, red and white wine, mixed salumi and Pecorino cheese
4. Florence
Florence inspires with its Palazzo Vecchio, Ponte Vecchio, Duomo, the Uffizi and Accademia museums, markets, gardens and squares (entrance fee
can be added upon request). Following your walking tour, the balance of
the day is at your leisure for shopping
5. Pisa & Lari – change of hotel
The Leaning Tower of Pisa is one of the most iconic buildings in the world
(entrance fee can be added upon request). Discover all the beauty of the
Piazza dei Miracoli on a guided tour. Then visit Lari, a lesser known Tuscan
town located inside castle walls. The Famiglia Martelli has been making
pasta there since 1926 and are always happy to show you how. Tour the
pasta factory, Europe’s smallest, and pick up a bag or two as a souvenir to
bring home with you.
6. Cinque Terre
The UNESCO world heritage recognized hamlets – Monterosso al Mare,
Vernazza, Corniglia, Manarola, and Riomaggiore – are reached by boat, rail
or trail. The five fishing villages dot the coast, tucked into the habitable
terrain between the swaths of lush vertical land and cobalt coves. Each
village is unique. Discover these colorful villages with a combination of
train and boat, according to the weather and sea conditions.
7. Gulf of poets & pesto class
Take a ferry from Rapallo to Portofino and return by boat to Santa Margherita. As you sail along view the jaw-dropping area and soak up the
sunshine and sea breeze. When you dock you can begin to experience
the highlife, smelling fragrant Mediterranean flowers as you sip espressos
and Proseccos at charming cafés at the harbor. Then you have the opportunity to put pestle to mortar, concocting your own lunch right in the
place where the recipe was born. Enjoy a dish of the traditional “Trofie al
Pesto” for lunch!
8. Departure

www.michelangelo.travel

Venice, Florence
& Rome

HIKING • BIKING • E-BIKING

8 days
starting at

€ 799,-

1. Arrival
2. Venice & the islands of the Lagoon
Boat tour to the island of Burano and Murano, world-renowned for its long
tradition of glass craftsmanship. Back in Venice, a local guide will bring
this remarkable city to life as you explore on foot Piazza San Marco (St.
Mark’s Square); the golden, Byzantine Basilica di San Marco (Saint Mark’s
Basilica); the lavish Doge’s Palace; and the famous Bridge of Sighs.

Included services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 x BB with international buffet breakfast
Transportation by private, deluxe AC bus, as per the itinerary
English-speaking tour leader for the whole journey
Headsets throughout your trip
4 x open return train tickets Mestre/Venice/Mestre
HD private boat ride in Venice Lagoon: Murano and Burano
Typical lunch in Bologna – tagliatelle al ragù
Guided tours to the main sights of the itinerary, entrances
included: Venice with St. Mark Basilica, Bologna city, Florence
city, Accademia, Siena, Coliseum, Imperial Forums, Spanish
Steps, Pantheon, Fontana di Trevi, St. Peter’s Basilica and
square, Vatican Museum

Our partner hotels
HOTEL LEONARDO ROYAL – Mestre 2 nights
HOTEL ADUA – Montecatini 2 nights
HOTEL SAN GIOVANNI – Rome 3 nights

2023 Seasonal rates
in € per person for the package above based on twin/double room occupancy

03.01
03.31
04.30
09.03
10.08
10.31

–
–
–
–
–
–

03.31.23
04.30.23
06.11.23
10.08.23
10.31.23
11.30.23

€
€
€
€
€
€

799,00
869,00
949,00
949,00
869,00
799,00

Single room supp. € 150,00

3. Transfer to Tuscany with stop in Bologna
Board your coach towards Tuscany. A stop in the culinary heart of Italy is
due for lunch: Bologna has one of the most beautiful and best preserved
historic districts in Europe with many towers from the Middle Ages and
ca. 40 km of arcades, which connect the pedestrian zones, squares, churches and palaces of the extensive city centre. Guided tour through the old
university city, known for the ‘de gli Asinelli’ and ‘della Garisenda’ towers,
the San Petronio Basilica and the Neptune Fountain.
4. Florence & Accademia
This morning’s tour of Florence, the cradle of the Renaissance, starts with
an incredible, panoramic vista from Michelangelo Square. Proceed to the
Accademia Gallery of Fine Arts, which houses Michelangelo’s iconic marble statue, David.
5. Transfer to Rome with stop in Siena
On your way to the Eternal City, experience how Siena’s charming streets
through its quaint quarters pull you in to its heart: the Piazza del Campo.
The contrade neighbourhoods you pass through are the font of beauty
and pride that fuel the Palio horse race held in the seashell shaped square twice each year. Just below the city’s soil lie a series of wine cellars
with cathedral-like vaulted ceilings chisled into the rock over centuries.
Descend into the cool, semidarkness while the scents of wood, earth and
fruit envelope you during your visit to the historic heart of what lends this
unique place its heritage.
6. Ancient & classic Rome
In the morning, dig up and in to Imperial Rome. Listen to the echoes of
centuries of gladiatorial combat and public spectacles in the Colosseum.
Walk under the Arch of Constantine, and marvel at the ruins of the Roman
Forum, the day-to-day heart of ancient Rome. Then on to explore the piazzas of Rome on a walking tour.
7. Vatican & farewell
Experience one of Christendom’s most sacred places this morning: the Vatican. Visits include awe-inspiring St. Peter’s Basilica (erected over the
apostle’s tomb), the gloriously painted Sistine Chapel and the Vatican Museum. Balance of the day at your disposal to enjoy your last day in Italy!
8. Departure

www.michelangelo.travel

This brand has been developed with
the aim of offering innovative and
unique experiences for more active
people. A combination of healthy exercise, Italian cuisine, delightful scenery

HIKING • BIKING • E-BIKING

and cultural sights.

Fixed group allocations
With more than 500 hotels (4* and 5* category)
from the Dolomites to Sicily, you can create your
own and exclusive guaranteed departures for
small or big groups with no money down.

NO upfront deposit
and penalty free cancellation

have a look at our
Activo video

DISCOVER YOUR ITALIAN ANCESTRAL ROOTS
Journeying back down through your ancestral roots to find your original Italian
cultural heritage is the dream of thousands of people of Italian extraction all
around the world. Michelangelo International Travel offers customised ancestral
home town visits to meet the people and experience the traditions and places
where it all started for your forefathers, even taking in the smallest and most
remote parts of the country.

Book with confidence. When using our
allotments, no upfront deposits are required
and you can cancel penalty free up to 30 days
before departure.

Experience, support and local
assistance
Our motivated and creative employees are at
your service to ensure successful trips for you.
24/7 local support all over Italy.

Product variety
We offer 9 themed tours:
Classico, Activo, Gusto, Maestro, Botanico,
Evento, Divino, Yoga and Treno.
Customize any itinerary as you like. Small
groups start from 10 passengers.

Quality tested hotels
All our hotels are regularly visited and quality tested
by our senior buyers.
Our many years of experience of escorting tours,
ensures quality for your travelers.

Certified excellence
Michelangelo is the only Italian Incoming Tour
Operator to be ISO 9001: 2015 certified by the
independent German organization TUV Nord.

Valued partner
Over 800 companies operate more than 5000
group tours with us every year.
For more details about our Terms & Conditions,
please refer to our website
www.michelangelo.travel/us/group-tours-to-italy/terms-conditions/

All prices detailed are p.p. rates in € based on twin/double rooms

Choose from our tours
WWW.MICHELANGELO.TRAVEL

www.michelangelo.travel
Michelangelo International Travel S.r.l.
Via Monte Misone, 13/b
38066 RIva del Garda (TN) Italy
+39 0464 571111 | request@michelangelo.travel
Your contact in North America
ALDO CARONIA - Director of Sales & Marketing North America
Phone: +1 312 957 8888 | Toll Free: 888 222 5316
Your contact in the UK
RON HEHIR - Business Development Manager UK/Ireland
Phone +44 1279 507111 | Mobile +44 7772 569955

